Interstitial Doppler Optical Coherence Tomography as a Local Tumor Necrosis Predictor in Photodynamic Therapy of Prostatic Carcinoma: An In vivo Study
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Abstract

We have tested the feasibility of real-time localized blood flow measurements, obtained with interstitial (IS) Doppler optical coherence tomography (DOCT), to predict photodynamic therapy (PDT)-induced tumor necrosis deep within solid Dunning rat prostate tumors. IS-DOCT was used to quantify the PDT-induced microvascular shutdown rate in s.c. Dunning prostate tumors (n = 28). Photofrin (12.5 mg/kg) was administered 20 to 24 hours before tumor irradiation, with 635 nm surface irradiance of 8 to 133 mW/cm² for 25 minutes. High frequency ultrasound and calipers were used to measure the thickness of the skin covering the tumor and the location of the echogenic IS probe within it. A two-layer Monte Carlo model was used to calculate subsurface fluence rates within the IS-DOCT region of interest (ROI). Treatment efficacy was estimated by percent tumor necrosis within the ROI, as quantified by H&E staining, and correlated to the measured microvascular shutdown rate during PDT treatment. IS-DOCT measured significant PDT-induced vascular shutdown within the ROI in all tumors. A strong relationship (R² = 0.723) exists between the percent tumor necrosis at 24 hours posttreatment and the vascular shutdown rate: slower shutdown corresponded to higher treatment efficacy, i.e., more necrosis. Controls (needle + light, no drug, n = 3) showed minimal microvascular changes or necrosis (4% ± 1%). This study has correlated a biological end point with a direct and localized measurement of PDT-induced microvascular changes, suggesting a potential clinical role of on-line, real-time microvascular monitoring for optimizing treatment efficacy in individual patients. [Cancer Res 2008;68(23):9987–95]

Introduction

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is an approved treatment for a variety of malignant diseases and has been used in clinical studies including brain, prostate, breast, pancreas, rectum, head and neck cancer, and Barrett’s esophagus with dysplasia (1–6). Preclinical interstitial (IS) PDT studies have also been performed in parallel and include brain tumors (7), vertebral metastases (8), and prostate cancer (9).

Prostatic carcinoma remains a serious threat to men in the Western world, accounting for almost one quarter of all reported male cancers (10–12). Although incidence remains high, mortality rates have dropped over the last few decades due to improvements in screening and targeted treatment such as radiation therapy, radical prostatectomy, and hormonal therapies. Recent clinical trials have shown that IS PDT is a promising treatment modality for primary (13) and recurrent (14) prostate cancer. Some advantages of PDT include tumor selectivity, minimal invasiveness, and the ability to retreat safely and effectively.

PDT involves excitation of a photosensitizer in the presence of oxygen to produce highly reactive singlet oxygen, which is thought to be the main cytotoxic agent leading to cell death with most clinical and investigational photosensitizers (15). A requirement of prostate PDT in particular is to achieve adequate drug-light dose delivery to the entire prostate gland, while maintaining the integrity of surrounding tissues such as the urethra, bladder, rectum, and neurovascular bundle (16). Prostate cancer treatment techniques, including PDT, can lead to damage of these tissues, resulting in incontinence, proctitis, and/or sexual dysfunction. Real-time feedback based on the treatment-induced biological response would be ideal for monitoring and ensuring safety of these sensitive locations.

Optical technologies have been used to image and/or monitor blood flow in tumorous tissues (17, 18). Specifically, near-IR diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS), previously reported by Yu and colleagues (19), has been used to monitor tumor relative blood flow in bulk tissue during PDT in an effort to predict treatment efficacy (tumor growth delay to 400 mm³). The authors observed that a decrease in the tumor (radiation-induced fibrosarcoma) vascular shutdown rate with Photofrin-PDT correlated with treatment efficacy (R² = 0.79). Although this global vascular measurement system is suitable to monitor the average tumor response over an effective sampling volume of ~90 mm³, the ability to provide real-time localized measurements of the vascular response with a spatial resolution suitable for monitoring both the prostate target boundary (to maximize efficacy) and/or sensitive tissues surrounding the prostate gland (to maximize safety) would be highly desirable. Our approach to achieve this is to use the real-time imaging by Doppler optical coherence tomography (DOCT), implemented with a minimally invasive sub-mm IS needle probe. DOCT (20, 21) is an imaging modality that provides the functional extension of blood flow detection using an optical coherence tomography OCT (22) system. OCT is often considered as the optical analogue of high-frequency ultrasound imaging. Its advantages include the ability to image tissue structures at near histologic levels (<10 µm), while imaging blood flow within...
individual microvessels with velocities as low as 10 to 100 μm/s (23–25). These real-time, noninvasive capabilities have been confirmed in subsurface blood flow detection in human skin (26), gastrointestinal tract (27), and retina (23, 28). Feasibility studies conducted by our and other groups showed the ability of DOCT to image the microvascular environment after exposure to vascular disrupting agents (29) and during single and two-photon PDT (9, 30–33).

In this study, a minimally invasive IS probe (0.7-mm diameter) was used in conjunction with a DOCT imaging system to overcome the imaging depth limitation of DOCT, which is typically 1 to 3 mm in nontransparent tissues, to gain access deep within prostate tumors (34). IS-DOCT continuously monitored and quantified the vascular response induced by Photofrin-mediated PDT in a Dunning rat prostate model. Images were acquired continuously pre-PDT, during, and post-PDT in real-time and analyzed to yield quantitative microvascular metrics. Individual tumors exhibited varying degrees of vascular shutdown, corresponding to different local light-fluence rates, as calculated by Monte Carlo simulations, within the imaging field of view of the probe. Potential relationships between the DOCT imaging metrics and the biological end point of percent tumor necrosis were investigated to test whether DOCT may be used as a predictor of tumor necrosis within the treated tissue.

Materials and Methods

Tumor model and PDT. This study used 28 male Copenhagen rats (Charles River Laboratories) housed in standard conditions under a protocol approved by the Animal Care Committee of University Health Network, Toronto. Dunning prostate cells (Mat-Ly-Lu; American Type Culture Collection) were implanted intradermally in the right hind leg of all animals. The tumors were grown for 7 to 10 d to a diameter of 0.5 to 1 cm. Twenty-five rats were injected via the tail vein with 12.5 mg/kg of Photofrin (Axcan Pharma) 24 h before PDT treatment. Three control animals were injected with saline. The tumors were excised intact for histology. Structural and color Doppler images were continuously acquired at a rate of 1 frame per second (fps) and subdivided into 3 imaging time points: before (t = 0–10 min), during (t = 10–35 min), and post (t = 35–45 min) PDT treatment. Regions of flow were color coded in the Doppler images. Detected Doppler signals represent regions of flow within the vasculature. The Doppler background artifact due to bulk tissue motion was minimized by first processing the color-Doppler images with a histogram-rejection algorithm (36). A Doppler threshold based on the mean Doppler signal from a region of stationary tissue was used to further separate blood flow detection from background noise. Blood flow velocities were not calculated, as the geometry of the Doppler angles with various vessels was not known a priori. The Doppler signals were used as a binary metric to measure flow versus no-flow regions. Cross-sectional areas were then quantified by summing Doppler-positive pixel counts. The results were averaged into 1-min interval bins and defined as the vascular index (VI; ref. 32).

High frequency ultrasound (HFUS) images (Veo770; Ultrasonics) were taken with a 40 MHz transducer at 17 fps to determine the location of the IS probe and the global tissue architecture, as seen in Fig. 1A. The IS probe was inserted toward the bottom margin of the tumor with the imaging direction upwards towards the tumor bulk (Fig. 1A). The HFUS images were used (Fig. 1B to C) to measure the depth of the IS-DOCT probe and the thickness of the overlying skin for use in Monte Carlo simulations.

Tissue properties and Monte Carlo modeling. The optical absorption ($\mu_a$) and reduced scattering ($\mu_s'$) coefficients of rat prostate tissue were calculated by measuring the diffuse reflectance and transmittance using an integrating sphere setup and Monte Carlo modeling of light transport (37). A white light broadband (300–800 nm) mercury/xenon lamp (Spectral Energy) and collimating optics were used to illuminate the sample. The transmitted and reflected spectra were recorded as a function of wavelength (333–1,111 nm) with 2 15-cm diameter integrating spheres (SphereOptics) coupled to a portable spectrometer (SD2000; Ocean Optics). Although a wide range of spectral data were acquired, only pertinent $\mu_a$ and $\mu_s'$ values were calculated that corresponded to the central wavelength of the PDT laser (635 nm). Upon excision, ~5 min after euthanasia, the rat prostate tissue was directly placed into the reflectance/transmittance (R/T) integrating setup. The sample was inserted between two coverslips, where the tumor sample was ~1 mm thick (1 cm diameter). The R/T interrogation region was ~4 mm (diameter). Three different measurement locations in freshly excised rat tissue were averaged and used to determine $\mu_a$ and $\mu_s'$, applying an inverse calculation based on Monte Carlo–generated look-up tables (38). These tissue coefficients were used in conjunction with published optical properties for the rat dermis (39) in a two-layer Monte Carlo simulation with a collimated surface irradiance for a 1-cm beam diameter (40). The two-layer Monte Carlo simulation modeled the shape of an ellipse to account for the curvature of the tumor surface, and used 10$^4$ photons to provide a statistically significant number of interactions yielding an accurate fluxure rate estimate as a function of depth. These values were then scaled to the experimentally measured surface irradiance, resulting in the fluence rate (at depth) of the IS probe. The dermis thickness ($\Delta x_{50}$ in Fig. 1B) was measured to be 0.6 ± 0.1 mm from the HFUS images, and the IS probe location ($\Delta x$ in Fig. 1B) ranged from 2 to 8 mm.

Histology. The intradermal prostate tumors were excised 24 h post-PDT and stored in 10% formalin solution. H&E staining was used to identify treatment-induced tumor necrosis. Four-micrometer-thick tissue sections were digitized with a bright-field whole-slide scanner (Scanscope CS; Aperio Technologies), and the resulting images were analyzed with Aperio ImageScope v.8.80 software. The localization of the IS-DOCT ROI within the histologic sections was accomplished as follows. HFUS images were obtained with the IS needle in place, providing the location of the upper edge of the IS needle within the tumor (Fig. 2A, black dotted line). The exact lateral position of the DOCT ROI within the tumor was not determined during imaging, as we did not tattoo or physically mark the position to avoid affecting histologic results. Therefore, the percent necrosis was an average value of the whole lateral region at depth (Fig. 2A, white box). The
H&E tumor regions were analyzed by counting the total number of positive pixels in the H&E-stained sections (pink). In the H&E sections, a positive pixel count represented a loss of nuclear integrity when compared with a negative count (purple), where the nucleus was still intact. Using these markers, a mask was created highlighting the respective positive pixel counts, and defined the percent necrosis (Fig. 2B) in the ROI as a ratio of the mask area (positive pixel counts) to the remaining area (negative pixel counts) within the ROI.

Figure 1. A, the experimental set up showing the external HFUS probe and IS-DOCT probe inserted near the base of the tumor. Magnified box, geometry of IS-DOCT measurements: the skin thickness (\( \Delta x_2, 0.6 \pm 0.1 \text{mm} \)) and depth of IS probe (\( \Delta x_1, 2-8 \text{mm} \)), as measured by HFUS were used in Monte Carlo simulations of fluence rates in the IS-DOCT ROI. B, HFUS side view location of IS probe in tumor mass. C, corresponding end-on view. D, 3-D visualization. The major vertical and horizontal scales are in 1-mm increments. White outlines represent tumor borders (B and C).

Figure 2. Example of necrosis assessment in H&E histology. A, H&E-stained slide with IS-DOCT ROI (black box) at an IS needle depth of 3 mm. Dashed black line, upper edge of needle probe. B, imaging mask based on necrotic or nonnecrotic tissue. Orange sections of the mask outline necrotic tissue areas (positive pixel counts), whereas blue sections represent the nonnecrotic tissue (negative pixel counts). Percent necrosis was defined as a ratio of the orange to the total areas. Scale bar, 1 mm.
Results

Xenograft tumors were successfully grown in all 28 rats, with average dimensions of $1.0 \pm 0.2 \text{ cm} \times 0.8 \pm 0.2 \text{ cm} \times 0.5 \pm 0.1 \text{ cm}$ ($L \times W \times H$) as measured by calipers and HFUS. Immediately after treatment, PDT responses, including erythema and edema, were observed in all 25 rats undergoing PDT treatment. These responses were not observed in the three control animals. No treatment-induced deaths occurred.

The $\mu_s$ and $\mu'_s$ values, at the PDT treatment wavelength of 635 nm, derived from RT (R/T) spectral measurements are shown in Fig. 3, yielded values of 0.77 and 7.55 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. As an example, Fig. 3C shows the resulting fluence rate-depth distribution from the two-layer Monte Carlo simulation for an incident (84 mW/cm$^2$) 1-cm diameter beam. In highly scattering medium, the fluence within the first 2 mm may be 3 to 4 times higher than the incident beam irradiance (41). This build-up was observed (Fig. 3D) in our model and is due to multiple scattering and the optical property mismatches at the air/skin and skin/tumor boundaries.

The IS-DOCT system continuously acquired, processed and displayed structural and blood flow data before (0–10 min), during (10–35 min), and post-PDT (35–45 min) treatment in all animals. Figure 4A shows an imaging sequence representing every 5th minute of imaging for a PDT treatment of 32 mWcm$^{-2}$. The color-Doppler functional information was overlaid onto the structural OCT images with the measured Doppler frequency shift being proportional to the velocity of the moving blood (These and all subsequent light variables correspond to the IS probe location). When the velocity of the blood is greater than $\pm F_a/2$, where $F_a$ is the scan rate of the OCT system (8 kHz), aliasing of the detected signal occurs. This is shown by the insert of the 0 min time point in Fig. 4A, where the Doppler signal wraps from the negative (red) to positive frequencies (blue), representing high velocity blood. Counter-propagating blood flow occurs when the IS-DOCT image plane intersects both arteries and veins. This was observed in Fig. 4A at the 10-minute time point, where the insert shows an artery/vein pair represented by the solid blue and red color–coded regions. Note that these subtlesties have a minimal influence on the VI metric, as it depends on cross-sectional area of detected vasculature and not the absolute blood flow velocities.

The number of vessels detected in the DOCT field-of-view varied between animals from 2 to 11 in the $1 \times 1 \text{ mm}$ field of view, with minimum and maximum detected diameters of the vessels of $\sim 30$ and $\sim 270 \mu\text{m}$, respectively. Minor lateral drifting (<150 $\mu\text{m}$) occurred in the OCT structural images during parts of the 45-minute imaging sessions and was probably due to tissue motion caused by the animal breathing. The structural OCT images in the tumors typically showed few distinct features, whereas normal tissue structures, such as boundaries between skin and muscle and between muscle layers, were clearly visualized.

In each tumor the VI was calculated by pixel summing the color-Doppler sequences during the imaging session, where minimum and maximum interanimal VI counts were 151 and 2,045, respectively (total number of pixels, 90,000 per frame). An illustrative vascular response curve is presented in Fig. 4B. All PDT animals exhibited a slight increase in the VI value upon insertion of the IS probe and at the beginning of treatment, followed by varying degrees of the PDT-induced vascular shutdown (40–100%). It was common to observe small fluctuations in the VI throughout the PDT treatment. The PDT-induced vascular shutdown rate during light exposure was then characterized by the ratio of the total decrease in VI ($V_{I\text{max}} - V_{I\text{min}}$) to the time...
(T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}}) taken to achieve this: V_{\text{max}} and V_{\text{min}} were defined as the maximum and minimum values during treatment. The controls also experienced a minor increase in the VI upon probe insertion, but there were no significant systematic changes throughout exposure to light in the absence of photosensitizer (Fig. 4C).

Twenty-four hours post-PDT, tumors were excised, stained with H&E, and the percent necrosis was quantified within the IS-DOCT ROI. Necrosis in the dermis and tumor core was observed in one of the control animals (Fig. 5). In that particular case, there was evidence of a small surface lesion in the region of the tumor, which may have been caused by scratching and/or biting of the irritated xenograft region. For the PDT group, as the subsurface fluence rate was increased from ~6 to ~36 mWcm^{-2}, the percent necrosis within the IS-DOCT ROI reached a maximum. At higher fluence rates, up to the maximum of 84 mWcm^{-2}, the percent necrosis then decreased (Fig. 5).

Figure 6A summarizes the percent tumor necrosis, determined from the H&E-stained sections, as a function of the subsurface fluence rate (mWcm^{-2}). The biological response at higher fluence rates (>60 mWcm^{-2}) resulted in <11% necrosis within the ROI. Busch and colleagues (42) reported that higher fluence rates (>75 mWcm^{-2}) in Photofrin-mediated PDT resulted in the development of significant gradients in tumor hypoxia as one moves away from a perfused blood vessel. This lack of oxygen will limit the photochemical reaction, resulting in a poor biological response. Our data also suggests that lower fluence rates (<18 mWcm^{-2}) resulted in a reduced biological response, where <21% tumor necrosis was observed. The intermediate fluence rates (21–60 mWcm^{-2}) produced the highest level of necrosis (34–41%), with the maximum occurring at 36 mWcm^{-2}. The control animals (IS probe, light, no drug) showed an average tumor necrosis of 4% ± 1% at the control irradiance of 133 mWcm^{-2}.
The VI data were split into four groups, as shown in Table 1. Two groups were based on the IS probe location of inside or outside the PDT-induced necrotic region, and two groups were based on the % change in the measured VI. A cutoff value of 20% change in the VI was chosen for each tumor, as this corresponded to the maximum observed VI change (control group) due to insertion of the probe and exposure to light. This organization of the data was enabled by the HFUS and histologic correlation.

The relationship between the percent tumor necrosis and the flow reduction rate is displayed in Fig. 6B for all subgroups and the controls. Here, the flow reduction rate is defined as the percent decrease per minute in the VI value in each tumor during the PDT treatment interval. For regression analysis, the groups were separated into two sets. Those animals in which the IS-DOCT probe was located within the necrotic region (subgroup A, n = 9) were the most relevant to assessing the ability of DOCT to predict the biological end point and were, therefore, separated from the remaining subgroups B to D.

Within subgroup A, a marked and statistically significant decrease in PDT treatment efficacy was observed when there was an increased rate of vascular shutdown.

Figure 5. H&E histology in different PDT-treated and control tumors. Horizontal dashed line, the upper edge of the IS-DOCT probe. Scale bar, 1 mm.

Figure 6. A, PDT-induced tumor necrosis as a function of the light fluence rate (4–84 mWcm⁻²) for individual tumors. B, correlation between percent tumor necrosis and flow reduction rate of all subgroups. Within subgroup A, a marked and statistically significant (R² = 0.723) decrease in PDT treatment efficacy was observed when there was an increased rate of vascular shutdown.
an increased rate of vascular shutdown. The highest percent necrosis (32–41%) occurred when the VI decreased at a rate of 5% to 10% per minute. The relationship between the percent necrosis and vascular shutdown rate was not known a priori, so a simple linear fit was applied, yielding $R^2 = 0.723$.

Subgroups B to D showed significant changes in the vascularity (up to ~ 11% per minute) but did not strongly correlate with the percent necrosis (<20%). Hence, even outside the necrotic region, significant changes in the vascular response were observed. This can be interpreted two ways. If the probe was inserted outside a region of necrosis (as predicted a priori, for example by Monte Carlo modeling), the VI may be indicative of potential downstream PDT effects, such as a feeder vessel thrombosis. The thrombosis may temporarily cut off blood supply to a region, then dislodge, causing significant changes in the VI, which are not directly related to the local PDT treatment. Alternatively, if the probe is placed within a region of expected necrosis (again, as potentially estimated by Monte Carlo modeling), the VI is indeed a predictor of the local tumor response. Future work is required to include further posttreatment monitoring to determine if these vascular effects, as measured by DOCT, are temporary or permanent.

Discussion

Given the complex interplay of contributing factors in PDT, a real-time feedback method that can be used during PDT treatment delivery and that can predict the likely tissue response is critical to "individualize" treatments for maximum efficacy. Current approaches to this include fiber optic detectors to monitor the changes in light transmission (43), photosensitizer pharmacokinetics (44), tissue optical properties (45), tumor oxygenation (46–48), and blood flow monitoring (9, 49, 50). All such studies have illustrated the heterogeneity of PDT responses. In the present study, we have shown the integration of several different technologies (HFUS, Monte Carlo modeling, and IS-DOCT) to monitor PDT-induced vascular changes in real-time in a minimally invasive fashion. A strong relationship between the IS-DOCT vascular imaging metric of blood flow reduction rate and the biological end point of tumor necrosis was determined. Although this is a relatively early-stage response metric (24 hours posttreatment), it is likely that this would relate to other clinically relevant metrics such as tumor growth delay and/or cure rates (51).

We characterized the change in the cross-sectional vascular area as a function of PDT treatment time to yield the imaging metric of vascular shutdown rate. The vascular shutdown rate varied in the animal population according to the fluence rate in the IS-DOCT imaging ROI. Deeper IS probe placements resulted in lower fluence rates as calculated by Monte Carlo simulations. After the insertion of the IS probe into the tumor, the VI continued to increase (<20%) for the first few minutes before leveling off. This was observed in all animals, including controls, and may be a result of reperfusion after transient pressure and/or vasodilation in the detected vessels due to local trauma from the needle insertion. Further miniaturization of the IS probe should minimize this effect. Upon light exposure, a small (<10%) increase in the VI was observed, followed by a rapid decrease in the PDT-treated tumors. Yu and colleagues (19) reported similar trends in the PDT-induced vascular response of radiation-induced fibrosarcoma tumors with DCS, although the initial increase in blood flow was much higher (50%). This difference may be due to the fact that IS-DOCT monitors individual (micro)vessel changes, whereas DCS measures a global, tissue-average vascular response. These authors also suggested that the initial increase in the tumors is due to arterial vasodilatation of normal tissue, in response to initial tumor hypoxia due to photochemical consumption of oxygen. We observed small (±10% of total VI) fluctuations, which seems to be random, in the VI values throughout the DOCT imaging sessions, likely due in part to the changing tumor environment during PDT; small fluctuations (±10% of total VI) were also seen in the controls animals, probably due to the presence of the IS probe. One animal showed <20% change in the VI, yet the IS probe was within a tumor region that became necrotic (subgroup B). In this apparent "outlier," it is possible that the IS needle injured a tumor feeder vessel, resulting in local necrosis. Further work is required to determine if this is a serious source of measurement artifact.

The observed vascular response (within and outside necrotic region) is of particular relevance to the potential of DOCT as a real-time feedback technique during PDT. For example, if the probe is in a region of tissue where a marked PDT effect is achievable, then the extent of this effect may be related to the rate of vascular shutdown as monitored by DOCT. However, at the present time, it is not clear why a vascular response was also observed outside the necrotic region; the thrombosis/hemorrhage scenario affecting out-of-treatment downstream regions need further corroboration.

It is possible that these effects may be due to measurement artifacts, such as a change in the IS pressure or direct mechanical disruption of a feeder vessel. However, this situation is not likely because the control animals exhibited minimal changes in the VI upon probe insertion and exposure to light (no photosensitizer). This leaves the possibility of a transient vascular response occurring through the creation and dislodging of vascular thrombi (52) and/or a subnecrotic PDT-induced vascular response, as alluded to above. We plan to use the mouse window chamber model (53) to limit possible vascular artifacts from the IS probe, while obtaining direct visualization of the PDT-induced vascular response via DOCT. In addition to suggesting further scientific investigations of the underlying vascular mechanisms in PDT, it thus remains to be seen if IS-DOCT can be used as a stand-alone treatment monitoring/predictive outcome. In this regard, the technique seems to display a high sensitivity for eventual necrosis, but relatively poor specificity, at least in this tumor model, which could lead to overestimation of the extent of tissue damage induced by PDT.

An attractive feature of IS-DOCT is the ability to monitor the localized vascular response to treatment in deeply situated tissues such as, for example, the boundary between the prostate and rectal wall. Despite the changes in the vascular response measured in regions that did not become necrotic, clinical value remains in the observation that a minimal change in the vascular shutdown (controls or treatment animals) corresponded to a negligible tumor necrosis. Hence, even if the specificity remains low in the clinical setting, IS-DOCT could be used to monitor sensitive normal tissue.

### Table 1. Number of tumors in each subgroup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOCT response</th>
<th>Probe within necrotic region</th>
<th>Probe outside necrotic region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;20% shutdown in VI</td>
<td>A. $n = 9$</td>
<td>C. $n = 10$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20% shutdown in VI</td>
<td>B. $n = 1$</td>
<td>D. $n = 5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
regions (e.g., the rectum in the case of prostate treatments), based on observing continuous blood flow to ensure no damage.

The relationship between the vascular shutdown rate and tumor necrosis ($R^2 = 0.723$) in the PDT-treated animals suggests that DOCT may be used to predict localized necrosis. A study in canine sarcoma, treated by radiation therapy, indicates that 70% to 80% necrosis is required for successful local control (no evidence of tumor recurrence in canines living with leg for at least 6 months; ref. 50). Such levels were achieved only in the superficial regions of tumor in the present model. For example, the top 1.7 mm of tumor in Fig. 5D showed 71% necrosis, whereas there was only 41% necrosis within the corresponding IS-DOCT ROI (at 5 mm depth). Hence, we were likely undertreating the tumors at the IS-DOCT depth. At the same time, this also shows the potential value of the IS-DOCT technique because, if the predictive relationship between the DOCT metric(s) and the probability of local necrosis can be determined, then treatment could have been continued to achieve higher response at the depth of interest (e.g., the tumor base). In addition, considerable variability was observed in the tumor responses (% necrosis) with similar PDT treatments, highlighting the intrinsic heterogeneity of the biological response to PDT, and emphasizing the need for individualized treatment monitoring and optimization.

A generic drawback of OCT is the limited imaging depth in most biological tissues (~1–3 mm). Previously, this restricted OCT imaging to luminal surfaces, epithelial layers, transparent organs, skin, and surgically exposed surfaces. With the advent of the IS probe technology (diameter, 0.7 mm), deeply seated tissues can be imaged, providing localized measurements. However, with our current imaging technique, the exact lateral position of the DOCT ROI within the tumor is not known. To improve the localization of the DOCT ROI in future studies, a marked thread may be inserted alongside the IS probe, via a two-channel catheter. Upon removal of the probe, the thread will remain in place and be included in the sectioning of histology, allowing for a more accurate localization of the IS probe during imaging.

The IS-DOCT system may provide local monitoring of treatment responses in deeply situated tissues, such as at tumor boundaries and critical normal tissues. In many cases, this will require simultaneous (continuous) monitoring by several probes, for which a multichannel instrument is required. Such a system is under development and a similar system has been recently reported by Yuan and colleagues (54). Furthermore, a larger tissue region may be monitored using a three-dimensional rotary pullback probe (55), increasing the interrogation region from ~1 mm² to >300 mm³ (1.5 mm radius; 50 mm pull back). This will be of particular value in monitoring the PDT responses in endoscopic sites such as Barrett’s esophagus (56).

In conclusion, we have shown the ability of DOCT to monitor and quantify in real-time the PDT-induced vascular changes at locations deep within solid tumors via a minimally invasive IS imaging probe. Measurements (HFUS) of the probe depth and overlying skin thickness allowed calculation of the fluence rate delivered within the IS-DOCT ROI. This provided a direct correlation of the local PDT biological response (histologically derived necrosis) with an objective measure of the corresponding local microvascular response. This technique may prove useful in monitoring critical boundary regions within and surrounding target tumor tissue, such as in the prostate, during PDT treatments. We envision combining this approach with previously reported PDT dosimetric measurements, such as tissue optical properties and/or tumor oxygenation, to provide optimized and individualized treatment that takes into account the intrinsic heterogeneity of tissues and their complex PDT response. Thus, for example, ongoing clinical trials at this institution indicate that PDT salvage therapy in locally recurrent prostate cancer after radical radiotherapy is safe and well-tolerated, but that the interpatient and intrapatient extent and completeness of PDT-induced necrosis are highly variable (5). The current technique incorporates preplanning of IS cylindrical diffusing fiber source placement, transrectal ultrasound guidance for IS fiber placement, and posttreatment (7 days) assessment of the zones of PDT-induced avascularity using contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging. Addition of IS-DOCT to this platform will allow on-line adjustment of treatment, and this will be a primary focus of continuing studies and translation to the clinic. This work will be accomplished in parallel with the use of DOCT for monitoring responses during endoscopic PDT (32).
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